#NADTA40 Poster Session Map Legend:

1. Drive by Drama Therapy: Acute Treatment and What We’re Missing
   Christina Dennis, Chelsey O’Connor, Anna Rich
2. The Travelling Troupe: A Performance-Based Intervention for Long-Term Care Settings
   Bailey Carter, Cassandra Brennan
3. Drama Therapy with Professional Actors: Where Can We Fill the Gap?
   Gabrielle Arias
4. Drama Therapy & Executive Functioning: Utilizing Role Theory to Support Executive Functioning
   Kaitlynn Cornell
5. Circle Up! Restorative Drama Therapy in Schools
   Kristen Brookes
6. Adolescents Explore Empathy through Playback and Viewpoints to Enter the Self-Revelatory Realm
   Tracena Marie, Laura Williamson
7. The Case for Addressing Conditioned Beliefs in Macropopulations using Resiliency-Based Practices
   Bryan Ritchey
8. Drama Therapy and Film to Teach Life Skills in Transition Programs
   Faith Von Minden
9. The Use of Drama Therapy in Behavior Supports
   Pam Young
10. Celebrating Abilities / Examining Impact
    Norah Swiney
11. Therapeutic Theater, Self-Advocacy, and Inclusivity: Results from a Pilot Study
    Angelique Cook
12. The Meaning of Drama-Based Improvisation in the Recovery from Addiction: A Research Study
    Maya Peretzman
13. Rehearsal for Recovery: Adapting DT Techniques for Use in Addictions Centers
    Emily Trube
14. Paths to Recovery: Applying the CoATT Model with Substance Use
    Laura Wood, Dani Bryant, Dave Mowers, Elizabeth Pignataro, David Florremhaft, Jacqueleine Nadeau, Janet Starr
15. What’s the Word?: CoActive Therapeutic Theater with Persons in Aphasia Recovery
    Francesca Jannello, Laura Wood, Kristen Zito, Hia Datta, Danielle Pugliese, Susan Alimonti
16. Drama Therapy with Transgender and Gender-nonconforming Individuals
    Abigail Truax
17. Drama Therapy with Queer Adults: Strengths and Challenges
    Emily Lunardi
18. Playing with Languages: Learning from Non-English Speaking Clients
    Diana Chu, Chia Ning Chang
19. Drama Therapy as a Means for Adjustment with International Students
    Ana Hasler
20. Theatre Crawl: Where Drama Therapy and Devised Theatre Meet
    Anna Rich
21. Embodying Awe and Gratitude to Reach Front-line Mental Health Clinicians
    Bonnie Harnden
22. Adolescent Mental/Behavioral Health and Academic Benefits of the Playwrite Mentorship Program
    Keshav Goel
23. Creating My Dream Internship: Drama Therapy at Blank Children’s Hospital
    Kayla Lansing
24. The 34-Year Evolution of Rehearsals for Growth
    Daniel Wiener, Jamie Osborne, Maureen Sand
25. The Soul Speaks: Engaging in Mythic Dialogue
    Tawanna Benbow
26. Beyond D&D: Emerging Perspectives on Clinical Role-Playing Games
    Jonathan Mendoza, Sarah Fuyuk, Joseph Labott, Stephanie Loo
27. Performance as Social Intervention, Where Identities Live
    Natardia Lee Soy, Brooke Campbell, Jason Conover